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1 Filtered Poisson deformations

In Sec 2.1 of Lee 3 we have introduced thenotion of
a filteredquantization of a TL graded Poisson algebra
A Now we will introduce its classical counterpart

Definition Let A be a Thigraded Poisson algebra w

Leg 3 d ferLeTh By its filteredPoisson deformation

we mean a pair Aid where
St is a Poissonalgebra equippedwith an algebra

filtration St'sYost's s t A j Stig t ij Note
that this gives rise to a deg d f 3 ongrit

at St'sin 6 4sj 0,63 Stigd laest's bestp

q
c gr54 t A iso ofgraded Poissonalgebras



Similarly to the notion of isomorphism offiltered
quantizations See 2.3 ofLec4 we can talk about isomorphismsof

filtered Poisson deformations

Goal Assume A is positivelygraded meaning thatAed
Die for ice fin generated Classify filtered
quantizations filtered Poisson deformations of ACup to iso

We are mostly interested in A Glo for equiv coversOTof

nilpotent orbits see Thm in Sec 2 of Lec F

2 Singular symplectic varieties

Oneshouldnotexpect thisproblem to have a reasonable

answers unless oneimposes additional restrictions on A Here is

one restriction that can be imposed

Definition PKBel Let X be a normal irreduciblePoisson

variety i.e Ox is equippedwith a Poissonbracket We say
that X has symplectic singularities is singularsymplectic or

just symplectic
if conditions o 212 below held



a The Poisson structure on X's thesmoothleas is non
degenerate Let wresdenote the corresponding symplectic form

2 There's a resolution of singularities Y X Y is
smooth IT is proper birational sit

wres e o NesNy extends to Y i.e is therestrictionof some toe YNy to is automatically unique

Remarks 1 As Beauville checked in Sec1.2 of Be
condition 2 is equivalent to the strongercondition

the conclusion of 12 holds for all resolutions

2 I is closedbut we don't require a to be non degenerate

symplectic If it is then we say that I Y X is

a symplectic resolution of singularities

Definition2 Let A be fin gen'd positivelygraded Poisson

algebra If X SpecA is singularsymplectic then we

say that X is a conicalsymplectic singularity
I



2 SpecCLO is singular symplectic

Let Gbe a ssimplegroup LetOTbe a G equivariant
coverof a nilpotent orbit in g In Sec 2 of Lect we've seen
that QLD is fin gen'dpositively gradedPoissonalgebra
We'll see that Spec Alois is singular symplectic and
hence a conicalsymplectic singularity Here we handlethecase
when O O cg't thegeneral case will be covered in the
next lecture

Lemma l A SpecCEO satisfies a t coverOTof an

adjoint orbit

Proof In theproof of the lemma in Sec 2.1of lect
we'veseen that cedim NOT72 Hence codim regX 1072
Let Pe YesATyreg bethe Poisson bivector O issymplecticso Px is non degenerate Axed

Let MEdimO For xe X the bivector Px isdegenerate
11Pee But Ap e yesAutrey

bundle
The zero

locusof a section of a line bundle haspure codim 1 Thx
to cedimyregtrend72 thezero locus of A P isempty 5

A



In the rest of the section we'll check 2 for A

Spec ECO by explicitly constructing a resolution of X
Let lehfi be36triple w eed

Recall thedecomposition ofEngi gi xeg ChD it

Consider go.ecgo Note that

go gotgas
wherego consists ofnilpotent

elements

We have go lie Gol
where G Zach a Levisubgroup

Then P Gokexplain an algebraicsubgroupofg
connected ble se is Go

gaz is an ideal in go
hencepreservedby Gao

Set Y G Pg z By definition this is thequotient
of Gg by the action of Pgivenbyp lgxp gpip x
see Sec 4.8 in PV for the construction The P orbitof

Ig x apoint in Y will be denotedby g x Themap

g x togP realizes Y as a Gequivariantvector bundle
ever GIP Furthermore the action map Gxga g lgNagy
is P invariant hencegives a welldefinedmap

Y g g x Agx o

I



Here is our main result

Thm a it is a projective morphism

2 imH O
3 H Y OT is a resolutionofsingularities
4 it factors through X Spec Ela
15Panyusher LetWickbe theKirillovKestant

form on O Then smokeextends to Y this checks condition 2

of Det n t in Sec 2

Proofof Theorem

A The subalgebra g is parabolic meaning that it
contains a Bevelsubalgebra so PCG is aparabolicsubgroup
andhence GIP isprojective a parabolicflag variety for G
SeeLOV Exer 20 27 forSec4.2
New note that we have factorization

xPg 9
inducedbygo.mg qxPg togx

a
further we have the following commutative diagram



Gg gfg.gg Gg
ginalgiddyp pinivariantfight

9PM

g no
g
ftp.xtox

Since GIP isprojective the d arrow isprojective So is
the arrow Thisproves 1

2 We claim that Pe is an openorbit ingaz It's enough
to showTePe gaz But TePe p et Ceg repth of34

972
Since im its Goa wesee that D he is dense in inst

Since it isprojective im it is closedgiving im I D

3 Weclaim that H GXPPe t 10 WehaveGPpe
I GZple so it's enough to show Eple Zale
Firstnote z e c g p zple z e Ap zgle

Then by Sect of Lec 6 Zale Zalehf K Et The subgroup
is connected so zpletzgle EtcZplel And

Italeh f
EtatZale nZach ZaleAlecZaleinP Zple



So Zale Zple and it is birational Combining this
with 1 we see that it is a resolution ofsingularities

4 Notethat X is thenormalization ofOTNowwe
use thefollowing A dominant morphism Y X where

Y isnormal factors through thenormalization of X

5 Let Lep We can identify TY with gag via

ng to tymay
where

y is viewed as a tangent vector
to the fiber Here x is the image of

For dePe we want to compute dottingWicks

Claim for xy Curieg age we have

LTEa Wick ay up dExD xp lyu A

A



Let's explainwhy we needthe claim For Lega define

wine11 Tga Y as H this makes sense even if a Pe

Exercise I Ginvariant 2formW on Ywhosevalue

at 1,2 is Dca It extends it Wickproving 5

Proof of Claim
Recall that Wicka 13,23 2,2 413,23 t 3 Reg
We have doc xy x2 y Note that I g'tgo
w y y 2

Indeed ape forpep The subspaces gig
are P stable We havep yegaze im e so Fy Ega
w pay Lyle Set y spy Let13,23 Exsay we can

find x ego yoga e.g bc imdoca Tall lg 2 so that

we can take Ny Let 2,23 1423 0 aegovegan
Then dogaWkk xy up 2 13,237 13 2,23
xty u 2 to yiu o ble y ego veg e

x a 23 x v y 423 y 4,23 ly D u

ly u 2 Lxu xp lyul I


